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Who Was Abigail Adams
This volume affords a visual documentation of the most varied political career in
American history and exemplifies the work of the principal American portraitists
from the days of Copley and Stuart to the dawn of the Daguerrean era. Included
in the 159 illustrations are all the known life portraits, busts, and silhouettes of
John Quincy and Louisa Catherine Adams, along with important replicas, copies,
engravings, and representative likenesses of their siblings. The book is organized
into seven chapters which generally coincide with the major divisions of John
Quincy Adams' political career. Within each chapter are discussed the artists,
their relationships with the Adams's, and the provenance of each of their works.
A chronology of John Quincy Adams' life for each period accompanies the
chapter to which it pertains. Information about the size of each likeness, the
inscriptions if any, the date executed, and present ownership where known is
summarized in the List of Illustrations. The Adams's, as they watched themselves
age over the years in the marble, ink, or oil of the artists who portrayed them,
recorded much by way of commentary on the artistic talent and process at hand.
The author makes use of the diaries and correspondence preserved in the
Adams Papers, thus combining a learned appreciation with an intimate glimpse
of Adams's as they saw themselves.
An 8x8 book with 2 sticker sheets based on an episode from the PBS KIDS
animated television series Xavier Riddle and the Secret Museum starring Abigail
Adams. Based on the children's book series Ordinary People Change the World
by New York Times bestselling author Brad Meltzer and illustrator Christopher
Eliopoulos, the series will introduce kids to inspiring historical figures and the
character virtues that helped them succeed. When Yadina, Brad, and Xavier
need help solving a problem, they head to the Secret Museum for help! They're
sent back in time to 1754 to meet one of the United States' Founding Mothers:
Abigail Adams. This episode-based 8x8 will focus on the traits that made our
heroes great--the traits that kids can aspire to in order to live heroically
themselves.
1773: The Massachusetts colony is torn between patriots who want
independence from British rule and loyalists who support the King. At the center
is the educated and beautiful Abigail Adams-wife of John Adams, a leader of the
Sons of Liberty, the secret organization opposing the Crown. And when her
husband is accused of murder, she must work to clear his name.
Quickly turn to the inside front cover to read more of one of your favorite
Christian heroes. You'll be amazed at what has been left out of our history books!
This story is about Abigail Adams.
Presents a biography of Abigail Adams (1744-1818), wife of the second president
of the United States, John Adams, and mother of the sixth, John Quincy Adams.
This work tells not only of her extraordinary life but of the major political and
social developments of the time. Adams's life is one of the most documented of
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the first ladies: she is remembered for the many letters she wrote to her husband
while he stayed in Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, during the Continental
Congresses. John frequently sought the advice of Abigail on many matters, and
their letters are filled with intellectual discussions on government and politics. The
letters serve as eyewitness accounts of the American Revolutionary Warhome
front.
The letters of John and Abigail Adams are laid bare here, chronicling their long
love affair, political opinions, and humor in 226 letters and diary entries and
providing an intimate glimpse of early American history. Simultaneous.
In this inspiring tribute, award-winning author Barb Rosenstock and New York
Times bestselling artist Elizabeth Baddeley tell the true story of one of America's
greatest founding mothers: Abigail Adams. Everyone knew Abigail was different.
Instead of keeping quiet, she blurted out questions. Instead of settling down with
a wealthy minister, she married a poor country lawyer named John Adams.
Instead of running from the Revolutionary War, she managed a farm and fed
hungry soldiers. Instead of leaving the governing to men, she insisted they
"Remember the Ladies." Instead of fearing Europe's kings and queens, she
boldly crossed the sea to represent her new country. And when John become
President of the United States, Abigail became First Lady, and a powerful
advisor. Leave it to Abigail--an extraordinary woman who surprised the world.
The correspondence of a Founding Father and his brilliant wife The Letters of John and
Abigail Adams provides an insightful record of American life before, during, and after
the Revolution; the letters also reveal the intellectually and emotionally fulfilling
relationship between John and Abigail that lasted fifty-four years and withstood
historical upheavals, long periods apart, and personal tragedies. Covering key
moments in American history - the Continental Congress, the drafting of the Declaration
of Independence, the Revolutionary War, and John Adams's diplomatic missions to
Europe - the letters reveal the concerns of a couple living during a period of explosive
change, from smallpox and British warships to raising children, paying taxes, the state
of women, and the emerging concepts of American democracy. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the leading publisher of classic literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more than 1,700 titles, Penguin Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works throughout history and across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to provide authoritative texts enhanced by introdutions and
notes by distinguished scholars and contemporary authors, as well as up-to-date
translations by award-winning translators.
Abigail Adams was an extraordinary woman who witnessed the gathering storm of the
American Revolution and saw the battle of Bunker Hill from a hilltop near her home.
Through her letters to friends and family, Abigail Adams lives in history--and now in this
award-winning biography by Natalie Bober. Black & white illustrations .
Shares the light perspectives of the second president's wife on a wide range of subjects
as drawn from her personal writings, categorizing entries under such subjects as
human nature, politics, and family life while providing accompanying biographical and
source information.
A portrait of the supportive wife of President John Adams details the life of this
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extraordinary woman who used her love for learning, for her family, and for her country
to shape the early history of the United States.
The creators of A Picture Book of Dolley and James Madison explore the lives of
another president and first lady: John Adams, who was America's first vice president
and second president; and Abigail Adams, his "fellow Laborer" and most trusted
adviser.
Reveals how the European travels of John and Abigail Adams helped define what it
meant to be an American From 1778 to 1788, the Founding Father and later President
John Adams lived in Europe as a diplomat. Joined by his wife, Abigail, in 1784, the two
shared rich encounters with famous heads of the European royal courts, including the illfated King Louis XVI and Queen Marie-Antoinette, and the staid British Monarchs King
George III and Queen Charlotte. In this engaging narrative, A View from Abroad takes
us on the first full exploration of the Adams’s lives abroad. Jeanne E. Abrams reveals
how the journeys of John and Abigail Adams not only changed the course of their
intellectual, political, and cultural development—transforming the couple from provincials
to sophisticated world travelers—but most importantly served to strengthen their loyalty
to America. Abrams shines a new light on how the Adamses and their American
contemporaries set about supplanting their British origins with a new American identity.
They and their fellow Americans grappled with how to reorder their society as the new
nation took its place in the international transatlantic world. After just a short time
abroad, Abigail maintained that, “My Heart and Soul is more American than ever. We
are a family by ourselves.” The Adamses’ quest to define what it means to be an
American, and the answers they discovered in their time abroad, still resonate with us
to this day.
In this book, Edith B. Gelles asserts that Abigail Adams' vivid, insightful letters are "the
best account that exists from the pre to the post-Revolutionary period in America of a
woman's life and world." Adams' spontaneous, witty letters serve dual purposes for the
modern reader: it provides an intriguing first hand account of pivotal historical events
and it shows how these events from the Boston Tea Party to the War of 1812 entered
the private sphere. Included in the book is a chronology, notes and reference section
and a selected bibliography. This book will be a must for all scholars of American
literature, history and politics seeking to understand this literary figure.
Profiles the life and accomplishments of First Lady Abigail Adams, especially her work on
behalf of women's rights and education; includes study and discussion questions.
Chronicles the life and achievements of the nation's second First Lady and advocate for
women's rights.
Presents the life and accomplishments of the wife of the second president of the United States,
a dedicated wife and mother who played an important role in the birth of the nation.
Abby and her stepbrother, Doc, must persuade Abigail Adams to disband her newly acquired
crew of Caribbean pirates and return as First Lady of the White House.
A biography of the First Lady who used her letters to influence the laws of the new nation and
improve the lives of American women.
The Pulitzer Prize–winning, best-selling author of Founding Brothers and His Excellency brings
America’s preeminent first couple to life in a moving and illuminating narrative that sweeps
through the American Revolution and the republic’s tenuous early years. John and Abigail
Adams left an indelible and remarkably preserved portrait of their lives together in their
personal correspondence: both Adamses were prolific letter writers (although John conceded
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that Abigail was clearly the more gifted of the two), and over the years they exchanged more
than twelve hundred letters. Joseph J. Ellis distills this unprecedented and unsurpassed record
to give us an account both intimate and panoramic; part biography, part political history, and
part love story. Ellis describes the first meeting between the two as inauspicious—John was
twenty-four, Abigail just fifteen, and each was entirely unimpressed with the other. But they
soon began a passionate correspondence that resulted in their marriage five years later. Over
the next decades, the couple were separated nearly as much as they were together. John’s
political career took him first to Philadelphia, where he became the boldest advocate for the
measures that would lead to the Declaration of Independence. Yet in order to attend the
Second Continental Congress, he left his wife and children in the middle of the war zone that
had by then engulfed Massachusetts. Later he was sent to Paris, where he served as a
minister to the court of France alongside Benjamin Franklin. These years apart stressed the
Adamses’ union almost beyond what it could bear: Abigail grew lonely, while the Adams
children suffered from their father’s absence. John was elected the nation’s first vice
president, but by the time of his reelection, Abigail’s health prevented her from joining him in
Philadelphia, the interim capital. She no doubt had further reservations about moving to the
swamp on the Potomac when John became president, although this time he persuaded her.
President Adams inherited a weak and bitterly divided country from George Washington. The
political situation was perilous at best, and he needed his closest advisor by his side: “I can do
nothing,” John told Abigail after his election, “without you.” In Ellis’s rich and striking new
history, John and Abigail’s relationship unfolds in the context of America’s birth as a nation.
Abigail Adams was the wife of John Adams, the nation's second president. Abigail had strong
opinions about war, politics, and the rights of women—and she wasn't shy about expressing
them. Few women in her time were as outspoken. Abigail Adams helped mold John Adams's
ideas—and so too our history. TIME For Kids® Biographies help make a connection between
the lives of past heroes and the events of today. In Abigail's times, women were second-class
citizens who were given little education and had few rights. Abigail wanted men and women to
have equal rights. Her words have inspired women for centuries, and today many of Abigail's
ideas have finally taken hold.
Illustrated biographies featuring a range of fascinating figures from history (and current figures,
too!) provide great information and entertainment through short chapters and illustrations that
will appeal to reluctant readers as well as middle readers in general. Original.
Winner of the Bancroft Prize The New York Times Book Review, Editor’s Choice American
Heritage, Best of 2009 In this vivid new biography of Abigail Adams, the most illustrious
woman of the founding era, Bancroft Award–winning historian Woody Holton offers a sweeping
reinterpretation of Adams’s life story and of women’s roles in the creation of the republic.
Using previously overlooked documents from numerous archives, Abigail Adams shows that
the wife of the second president of the United States was far more charismatic and influential
than historians have realized. One of the finest writers of her age, Adams passionately
campaigned for women’s education, denounced sex discrimination, and matched wits not only
with her brilliant husband, John, but with Thomas Jefferson and George Washington. When
male Patriots ignored her famous appeal to "Remember the Ladies," she accomplished her
own personal declaration of independence: Defying centuries of legislation that assigned
married women’s property to their husbands, she amassed a fortune in her own name.
Adams’s life story encapsulates the history of the founding era, for she defined herself in
relation to the people she loved or hated (she was never neutral), a cast of characters that
included her mother and sisters; Benjamin Franklin and James Lovell, her husband’s bawdy
congressional colleagues; Phoebe Abdee, her father’s former slave; her financially naïve
husband; and her son John Quincy. At once epic and intimate, Abigail Adams, sheds light on a
complicated, fascinating woman, one of the most beloved figures of American history.
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Chronicles the life and achievements of the wife of the second president of the United States.
Adams is remembered for the many letters she wrote to her husband while he stayed in
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, during the Continental Congresses. John frequently sought the
advice of Abigail on many matters, and their letters are filled with intellectual discussions on
government and politics. The letters serve as eyewitness accounts of the American
Revolutionary War home front.
For readers of the historical works of Robert K. Massie, David McCulough, and Alison Weir
comes the first biography on the life of Abigail Adams and her sisters. “Never sisters loved
each other better than we.”—Abigail Adams in a letter to her sister Mary, June 1776 Much has
been written about the enduring marriage of President John Adams and his wife, Abigail. But
few know of the equally strong bond Abigail shared with her sisters, Mary Cranch and
Elizabeth Shaw Peabody, accomplished women in their own right. Now acclaimed biographer
Diane Jacobs reveals their moving story, which unfolds against the stunning backdrop of
America in its transformative colonial years. Abigail, Mary, and Elizabeth Smith grew up in
Weymouth, Massachusetts, the close-knit daughters of a minister and his wife. When the
sisters moved away from one another, they relied on near-constant letters—from what John
Adams called their “elegant pen”—to buoy them through pregnancies, illnesses, grief, political
upheaval, and, for Abigail, life in the White House. Infusing her writing with rich historical
perspective and detail, Jacobs offers fascinating insight into these progressive women’s lives:
oldest sister Mary, who became de facto mayor of her small village; youngest sister Betsy, an
aspiring writer who, along with her husband, founded the second coeducational school in the
United States; and middle child Abigail, who years before becoming First Lady ran the family
farm while her husband served in the Continental Congress, first in Philadelphia, and was then
sent to France and England, where she joined him at last. This engaging narrative traces the
sisters’ lives from their childhood sibling rivalries to their eyewitness roles during the American
Revolution and their adulthood as outspoken wives and mothers. They were women ahead of
their time who believed in intellectual and educational equality between the sexes. Drawing
from newly discovered correspondence, never-before-published diaries, and archival research,
Dear Abigail is a fascinating front-row seat to history—and to the lives of three exceptional
women who were influential during a time when our nation’s democracy was just taking hold.
Advance praise for Dear Abigail “In a beautifully wrought narrative, Diane Jacobs has brought
the high-spirited, hyperarticulate Smith sisters, and the early years of the American republic, to
rich, luminous life. . . . A stunning, sensitive work of history.”—Stacy Schiff, Pulitzer
Prize–winning author of Cleopatra “Jacobs is a superb storyteller. In this sweeping narrative
about family and friendship during the American Revolution, Abigail Adams emerges as one of
the great political heroines of the eighteenth century. I fell in love with her all over
again.”—Amanda Foreman, New York Times bestselling author of A World on Fire “Beauty,
brains, and breeding—Elizabeth, Abigail, and Mary had them all. This absorbing history shows
how these close-knit and well-educated daughters of colonial America become women of
influence in the newly begotten United States. Jacobs’s feel for the period is confident; so is
her appreciation of the nuances of character.”—Daniel Mark Epstein, author of The Lincolns:
Portrait of a Marriage
Using simple language that beginning readers can understand, this lively, inspiring, and
believable biography looks at the childhood of Abigail Adams. Illustrated throughout.
This book introduces young readers to the life of Abigail Adams, beginning with her childhood
in Weymouth, Massachusetts. Readers will become familiar with her independent personality
as they learn about her love of learning, her marriage to John Adams, and her life as a mother.
Details of Mrs. Adams's time as a political wife include her courage facing the hardships of the
American Revolution, while her husband served in the Continental Congress, and the many
letters they exchanged throughout their lives. Mrs. Adams's years as the vice president's wife
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and as First Lady, including their move into the White House, are also discussed. Full-color
photos accompany the easy-to-read text. Extras include a sidebar, a timeline, fun facts, an
index, and a glossary. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of ABDO Publishing Company.

Abigail Adams was the equal of her husband, President John Adams, in many ways.
She had strong views about women's rights and slavery, and she let him know exactly
how she felt. Her strength and wisdom left a lasting mark on the fledgling U.S.
Creates an authoritative portrait of Abigail Adams that captures her diverse roles as a
prolific writer, First Lady, fighter for independence and equality, abolitionist, mother, and
wife and confidante of John Adams, based on her letters. Reprint. 75,000 first printing.
Wife of one president and mother of another, Abigail Adams was an extraordinary
woman living at an extraordinary time in American history. A tireless letter writer and
diarist, her penetrating and often caustic impressions of most of the major persons of
her day--including Ben Franklin, George and Martha Washington, Thomas Jefferson,
Alexander Hamilton, and King George III, among others--provide one of the best firsthand accounts of the American Revolution. This biography, researched and written
over a fourteen-year period, is a fascinating portrait of a brilliant woman at the center of
the founding of the American republic.
Abigail Adams was an unusually accomplished letter writer. Spirited and insightful, her
correspondence offers a unique vantage on historical events in which her family played
so prominent a role, while bringing vividly to life the everyday experience of American
women in the eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Here are 430 letters—more
than a hundred published for the first time—to John Adams, John Quincy Adams,
Thomas Jefferson, Mercy Otis Warren, James and Dolley Madison, and Martha
Washington, among many others. Including her famous call to “Remember the
Ladies,” letters from the 1760s and 1770s offer an unrivalled portrait of the American
Revolution on the home front. Travel to Europe in the 1780s opens a grand new field
for her talents as social commentator and political advisor while her roles as vice
presidential and presidential wife place her at the very heart of the nation’s founding.
Also included are a chronology of Adams’s life, detailed notes, and extensively
researched family trees. This volume is published simultaneously with John Adams:
Writings from the New Nation 1784–1826, the third and final volume in the Library of
America John Adams edition. LIBRARY OF AMERICA is an independent nonprofit
cultural organization founded in 1979 to preserve our nation’s literary heritage by
publishing, and keeping permanently in print, America’s best and most significant
writing. The Library of America series includes more than 300 volumes to date,
authoritative editions that average 1,000 pages in length, feature cloth covers, sewn
bindings, and ribbon markers, and are printed on premium acid-free paper that will last
for centuries.
Abigail Adams holds an honored place in American history, not only for being a First
Lady of the United States, but for the invaluable letters she left behind. Through her
writings, people today can experience what it was like to be a woman, a mother, and an
American in the early days of the United States. This fascinating look at Abigail's life
uses primary sources to expose the wit, intelligence, and opinions of this early advocate
for women's rights. Sidebars, fact boxes, and a timeline further provide evidence that
this "founding mother" is a must-know.
Spanning nearly forty years, the letters collected in this volume form the most
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significant correspondence—and reveal one of the most intriguing and inspiring
partnerships—in American history.
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